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Abstract: The concept of linear separability is used in the theory of neural 
networks and pattern recognition methods. This term can be related to examina-
tion of learning sets (classes) separation by hyperplanes in a given feature 
space. The family of K disjoined learning sets can be transformed into K 
linearly separable sets by the ranked layer of binary classifiers.  Problems of the 
ranked layers deigning are analyzed in the paper.  
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1 Introduction 

The Perceptron model and the error-correction learning algorithm of formal neurons 
played a fundamental role in the early neural networks [1], [2]. The key concept here 
was the linear separability of learning sets. The convergence in a finite number of 
steps of the classical error correction algorithm depends on the linear separability of 
learning sets. Introducing a positive margin into error correction procedure allowed to 
ensure the convergence in a finite number of steps of the modified learning algo-
rithms, also when the learning sets are not linearly separable [3], [4]. The perceptron 
criterion function linked to the error error-correction learning algorithm belongs to the 
family of convex and piecewise linear (CPL) criterion functions. Minimizing the CPL 
functions allows for, inter alia, effective designing of linear classifiers, linear 
forecasting models designing or carrying out selection of features subsets by using the 
relaxed linear separability (RLS) method [5]. 

 
The most popular algorithms currently used in data mining are the support vector 

machines (SVM) [6]. The SVM algorithms are also linked to linear separability of 
learning sets. An essential part of these algorithms is the linear separability induction 
through the application of kernel functions. The selection of the appropriate kernel 
functions is still an open and difficult problem in many practical problems. 

 



A family of K disjoined learning sets can be transformed into K linearly separable 
sets as a result of the transformation by ranked layer of formal neurons [4], [7]. This 
result can be extended on the ranked layer of arbitrary binary classifiers. The proof of 
the theorem concerning induction of linear separability through ranked layer of binary 
classifiers is given in this paper.    

2 Separable Learning Sets 

Let us assume that m objects Oj (j = 1,….,m) are represented as the so called feature  
vectors xj = [xj1,...,xjn]T, or as points in the n-dimensional feature space F[n] (xj  
F[n]). Components (features) xi of the feature vector x represent numerical results of 
different measurements on a given object O (xi{0,1} or xi  R).  
 
We assume that the feature vector xj(k) (j = 1,......, m) has been labelled in accordance 
with the object Oj(k) category (class) k (k = 1,….,K). The learning set C k contains m 

k feature vectors xj(k) assigned to the k-th category k 
Ck =  {xj(k)}   (j  Ik)  (1) 

where Ik is the set of indices j of the feature vectors x j(k) assigned to the class  k. 

Definition 1. The learning sets Ck (1) are separable in the feature space F[n], if they 
are disjoined in this space (Ck  Ck’ = , if k  k'). This means that the feature vectors 
xj(k) and xj'(k)  belonging to different learning sets Ck and Ck’ cannot be equal: 

(k  k') (j  Ik) and  (j Ik) xj(k)  xj’(k)        (2)

We are also considering separation of the sets Ck (1) by the hyperplanes H(wk,k) 
in the feature space F[n]:  

H(wk,k) = {x: wk
Tx =  k}. (3)

where wk = [wk1,....,wkn]T Rn is the weight vector, k R1 is the threshold, and 
(wk)Tx is the inner product.  

Definition 2. The feature vector xj is situated on the positive side of the hyperplane 
H(wk,k) (3) if and only if (wk)Txj  k. Similarly, vector xj is situated on the negative 
side of H(wk,k) if and only if (wk)Txj < k. 
 

Definition 3. The learning sets (1) are linearly separable in the n-dimensional feature 
space F[n] if each of the sets Ck can be fully separated from the sum of the remaining 
sets Ci by some hyperplane H(wk,k) (3): 
 
(k  {1,...,K})  ( wk,k)  (xj(k) C k)   wk

Txj(k)  k. 
                         and    (xj(i) Ci, i  k)  wk

Txj(i) < k 
 (4) 



 

 
In accordance with the inequalities (4), all the vectors xj(k) from the set Ck are situ-
ated on the positive side of the hyperplane H(wk,k) (3) and all the vectors xj(i) from 
the remaining sets Ci are situated on the negative side of this hyperplane. 

3 Layers of Binary Classifiers 

The binary classifiers BCi(v) operate on feature vectors x (x F[n]) and are character-
ized by  such a decision rule ri(v; x) which depends on the vector of parameters v 
(vRN) and has the binary output of ri = ri (v; x) (ri  {0, 1}, i = 1,…,m).  

Definition 4. The activation field Ai(v) of the i-th binary classifier BCi(v) with the 
decision rule ri(v;x) is the set of such a feature vectors x which activate this classifier 

Ai(v)  = {x: ri(v; x) = 1}  (5) 

A layer composed of L binary classifiers BCi(vi) with the decision rules ri(vi;x) 
produces output vectors r(V;x) = [r1(v1;x),…,rL(vL;x)]T, where V = [v1

T,…,vL
T]T. The 

layer of L binary classifiers BCi(vi) transforms feature vectors xj(k) from the learning 
sets Ck (1) into the sets Rk of the binary output vectors rj(k) = r(V;xj(k)). 

Rk =  {rj(k)}   (j  Ik)  (6) 

Under certain conditions, it is possible to achieved the linear separability (4) of  the 
sets Rk (6). These conditions are analyzed in the paper.  

Consider a few examples of binary classifiers BCi(vi). 

i. Formal neurons FN(wi, ) 
The formal neuron FN(w, ) with the weight vector w = [w1,…,wn]T Rn and the 

threshold  R) can be characterized by the below decision rule rFN(w, ; x):  
 

    if  wTx  then rFN(w, ; x)  = 1, else rFN(w, ; x)  = 0 (7) 

The formal neuron FN(w,) is activated (rFN(w, ; x) = 1) if and only if the 
weighed sum w1x1+...+ wn xn of n inputs xi xi R) is greater than the threshold . 
This decision rule rFN(w, ; x) depends on n + 1 parameters wi (i = 1,…,n) and . The 
activation field Ai(v) (5) is in this case the half space AFN(w,) =  {x: wTx  
 
ii. Logical elements LEi(w, ) 

The i-th logical element LEi(w,) (i = 1,…, L) can be defined as the formal neuron 
(7) with only one entry xk(i) xk(i) R), where k(i) is the number of the distinguished 
entry k(i){1,...,n}). The decision rule rLEi(wk(i),i; x) of the i-th logical element 
LEi(w,) can be given similarly to (7) as:  

    if  wk(i)xk(i)   then rLEi(wk(i),i; x) = 1, else rLEi(wk(i),i; x) = 0 (8) 



The above decision rule rLEi(wk(i),i; x) depends on two parameters: wk(i) and i. The 
hyperplane H(wk(i),i) = {x: wk(i)xk(i) = i} (3) in the feature space F[n] is parallel to all 
axes xl  except the axis xk(i) (l = 1,...,n and l ≠ k(i)) and perpendicular to the axis xk(i).   

     
iii. Radial binary classifiers RC(w0i,i) 

The decision rule rRC(w0,; x) of the radial classifier RC(w0,) can be defined in 
the below manner by using the distance (w0,x) between the point x and the center of 
the ball w0 = [w01,…,w0n]. 

    if  (w0,x) ≤   then rRC(w0,; x) = 1, else rRC(w0,; x) = 0 (9) 

The radial classifier RC(w0,) is excited (rRC(w0,; x) = 1) if and only if the dis-
tance (w0,x) is no greater than the radius . The decision rule rRC(w0,; x) (9) of the 
radial classifier RC(w0,) depends on the n + 1 parameters w0 = [w01,…,w0n]T and . 
The activation field ARC(w0,) (5) of the radial classifier RC(w0,) is the ball with the 
center w0 and the radius . The shape of this activation field ARC(w0,) depends of 
the choice of the distance function (w0,x). A few examples of distance functions 
(w0,x) are given below [3]:  

E(w0,x) = ((x - w0)T(x - w0))1/2             - the Euclidean distance 
M(w0,x) = ((x - w0)T -1(x – w0))1/2   - the Mahalanobis distance 
 L1(w0,x) =  |w0i - xi|                      - the L1 distance 
                             i = 1,…,N  

(10) 

4 Properties of the Ranked Layers of Binary Classifiers 

The strategy of the ranked layers designing allows to find a layer with such a property 
that the sets Rk (6) of transformed vectors rj(k) = r(V;xj(k)) become linearly separable 
(4). The proposed multistage designing procedure involves finding a sequence of 
admissible cuts by binary classifiers BCi(vi) with the decision rules ri(vi; x) (5).  

Definition 5. The binary classifier BCi(vi) with the decision rule ri(vi; x) (5) is admis-
sible in respect to a given learning set Ck from the family (1) if and only if nk (nk  0) 
elements xj(k) of this set activate the classifier and none of elements xj(k) from other 
sets Ck (k ≠ k) activate the classifier BCi(vi) 

 
 (k {1,…,K}) (xj(k) Ck) ri(vi; xj(k)) = 1, and 

(xj(k)  Ck, where k ≠ k) ri(vi; xj(k)) = 0 (11) 

 
The activation field Ai(vi) (4.1) of the admissible binary classifier BCi(vi) contains 

some elements xj(k) of only one learning set Ck (1).  

Let us describe the multistage procedure of the ranked layer designing from binary 
classifiers BCi(v) on the basis of the learning sets Ck (1).  



 

Ranked layer designing procedure.  (12) 

Stage i. (Start) 
- put n =1 and define the sets Ck[n]: (k  {1,...,K})  Ck[n] = Ck 

Stage ii. (Admissible classifier) 
- find parameters vi(n) of classifier BCi(n)(vi(n)) admissible (11) to some set Ck(n)[n].  

Stage iii. (Admissible reduction (cut) of the set Ck(n)[n]) 
- delay such feature vectors xj which activate the classifier BCi(n)(vi(n))  

Ck(n)[n+1] = Ck(n)[n] - {xj(k(n)) Ck(n)[n]: ri(n)(vi(n); xj(k(n)) = 1} (13) 

Stage iv. (Stop criterion) 
if all the sets Ck[n+1] are empty then stop     
else increase the index n by one (n  n+1) and go to the Stage ii. 
 
It can be seen that each binary classifiers BCi(vi) added to the layer reduces (13)  

the set Ck(n)[n] by at least one feature vector xj(k(n)). Based on this property, it can be 
proved that if  the learning sets Ck  (1) are separable (2), then after finite number L of 
steps the procedure will be stopped. The following Lemma results. 

Lemma 2. The number L of binary classifiers BCi(vi) in the ranked layer is no less 
than the number K of the learning sets Ck (1) and no greater than the number m of the 
feature vectors xj(k) in these sets.    

K  L  m (14) 

The minimal number L = K of binary classifiers BCi(vi) appears in the ranked layer 
when whole learning sets Ck (1) are reduced (13) during successive steps n. The 
maximal number L = m of elements appears in the ranked layer when only single 
elements xj(k) are reduced during successive steps n.   

 
In accordance  with the postulate of a large admissible reduction, the number 

nk(n)[n] of the reduced elements xj(k(n)) (xj(k(n)Ck(n)[n]) during each step n (13) 
should be as large as possible [4]. In order to fulfill this postulate the below rule can 
be introduced: 

 
The set Ck(n)[n] reduced during the n-th designing step should be characterized 
by the largest number nk(n)[n] of reduced elements xj(k(n)): 

 
(k {1,…,K})  nk(n)[n]   nk[n] 

(15) 

 
The sequence of the parameters vi(1) appears as the result of the procedure (12): 
 

vi(1), vi(2),..., v i(L) (16) 



Additionally, the class indices k(n) of the sets Ck(n)[n] reduced (13) during successive 
steps n can be obtained 

k(1), k(2),..., k(L) (17) 

The parameters vi(n) (16) define the decision rule ri(n) = ri(n)(vi(n);x) (ri(n)  {0, 1}) of 
the binary classifiers BCi(n)(vi(n)) in the ranked layer 

BCi(1)(vk(1)), BCi(2)(vi(2)),..., BCi(L)(vi(L)) (18) 

Feature vectors xj(k) from the learning sets Ck (1) are transformed by the ranked 
layer of L classifiers (18) into vectors rj(k) = [rj1,…,rjL]T with L binary components rji 
(rji {0, 1}) which are related to the category k.   

        (k {1,…,K}) (xj(k)  Ck)  
                             rj(k) = [ri(1)(vi(1);xj(k)),…, ri(L)(vi(L);xj(k))]T 

 

(19) 

The transformed vectors rj(k) (19) can be represented in the below manner by L – 
dimensional vectors qn = [qn1,…, qnL]T  (l = 1,…, L) with the binary components qlj  

q1 = [1, q12,…,rlL]T    
q2 = [0,1, q23,…,r2L]T   
……. 
……. 
qL = [0,0,…,0,1]T    

 

(20) 

It is assumed in the above representation that each component qnj with j  n can be 
set to any binary value qnj = 1 or qnj = 0. In result, each vector qn (20) can represent 
more than one transformed vector rj(k) (19).    

The vectors qn = [qn,1,…,qn,L]T (20) can be used in the below decision rule, which 
results from the procedure (12) of the ranked layers designing 

 

if  (i: 0  i  n)  qn,i = 0  and qn,n = 1, then  qn k(n)   (21) 

where k(n) is the index (17) of the set Ck(n) reduced during the n–th stage.  
 

The rule (21) links the vectors qn (20) to particular classes k. This rule is based 
only on the content of the n-th admissible cut (13) of the set Ck(n). In this manner, each 
class k can be represented by the set Qk of the related vectors qn(k) (20).  

                         Qk = {qn(k): k(n) = k}, (22) 

where k  {1,…, K} and the distinguished index k(n) is determined by (17). 
 

Theorem 1. The  sets  Qk (22) are linearly separable (4). 
 



 

Proof: The proof is based on the example of such parameters wk, k, which fulfil 
the inequalities (4) [7]. Let us introduce the L-dimensional vector a = [a1,…,aL]T with 
the components ai specified below  

(i  {1,…, L})    ai = 1/2i (23) 

The weight vector wk = [wk1,…,wkL]T is defined on the basis of the sequence (17) 
in accordance with the below rule 

(i {1,…, L})  if  k(i) = k, then wki = ai
  else  wki = - ai 

(24) 

It can be directly verified that all the inequalities (4) are fulfilled by the vectors wk 

with the components wki (24) and the threshold k = 0. This means that the sets Qk 
(22) are linearly separable (4).   

Corollary. The sets Rk = {rj(k)} (6) of the transformed vectors rj(k) ) related to par-
ticular categories k are linearly separable (4). 

 
     (k {1,…, K})   (wk)  (rj(k) Rk)    (wk)Trj(k)  0 
                     and     (rj(k) Rk, k ≠ k)    (wk)Trj(k) 0        (25) 

 
The transformation (25) of the feature vectors xj(k) by the ranked layer allows to 

replace the separable (2) learning sets Ck (1) by the sets Rk = {rj(k)} (6) which are 
linearly separable (25). Let us remark that the Theorem 1 is also valid if the ranked 
layer is composed of different types of binary classifiers BCi(vi).    

5 Examples of Implementations of the Ranked Layer Designing 
Procedure  

Let us consider at the beginning, the procedure ranked layer designing from logical 
elements LEi(w,) (8). The decision rule rLEi(wk(i),i;x) (8) of the i-th logical element 
LEi(w,) depends on only one feature xk(i). The decision rule rLEi(wk(i),i;x) (8) can be 
decomposed into two rules ri

+(x) and ri
-(x) and represented in the below manner for 

each feature xi (i = 1,…,n): 
 

     (i {1,…,n})  if  xi i
+,  then ri

+(x) = 1  else ri
+(x) = 0  (26) 

and 
     (i {1,…,n})  if  xi i

-,  then ri
-(x) = 1  else ri

-(x) = 0 
  (27) 

where i
+ and i

- are two numerical parameters (i
+ R1 and i

- R1). 
 
In accordance with the admissible reduction principle (11), the parameters i

+ and 
i

- should ensure the homogenous reduction of the maximal numbers n+(i) and n-(i) of 
elements xj(k) belonging to only one learning set Ck (1). The term homogenous 



reduction (11) means that the condition ri
+(x) = 1 (26) is fulfilled by n+(i) elements 

xj(k) of only one learning set Ck (1). Similarly, the condition ri
-(x) = 1 (27) should be 

fulfilled by n-(i)  elements xj(k) of only one learning set Ck (1).    
 

In order to satisfy the postulate of a large admissible reduction the below rules can be 
used 

 
     (i {1,…,n})  n(i) = max{ n+(i), n-(i)}, and 
                               n(i) = max{ n(1),…, n(L)},     (28) 

 
where n(i) is the maximal number of elements xj(k) from one learning set Ck (1), 
which can be reduced by using the i-th feature xi (coordinates xi)and the rule (26) or 
(27), i is the index of such a coordinate xi which allows to reduce the maximal num-
ber n(i) of elements xj(k) belonging to only one learning set Ck (1).    

 
The rule (28) allows to determine the class indices k(n) (17) of the sets Ck(n)[n] re-

duced (13) during successive steps n of the Ranked layer designing procedure  (12). 
The optimal threshold value (n) can be determined on the basis of the rules (26) and 
(27). The optimal threshold value (n) should result in the maximal number n(i) (28) 
of elements xj(k) of one learning set Ck (1) reduced during each step n. The rules (28) 
and  include the selection of the optimal threshold values i

+ and i
- for each 

coordinate xi. The optimal threshold values i
+ (26) and i

-(27) should result in the 
maximal numbers n+(i) and n-(i) of the reduced elements xj(k) of one learning set Ck 
(1). The implementation of the ranked layers design rules is relatively simple in the 
case of logical elements LEi(w,) (8). For small data sets (1), such rules can even be 
implemented without a computer, based on handwritten calculations.    

 
Let us consider now the layer of formal neurons FN(wi, i) (7) which can be linked 

to the hyperplanes H(wi,i) (3).   
 
Definition 6. The hyperplane H(wk,k) (3) is admissible (Definition 5) to a given 

set Ck[n] from the family {Ck[n]} (13) if and only if nk (nk  0) elements xj(k) of this 
set is situated on the positive side of the hyperplane H(wk,k) and all elements xj(k) 
from other sets Ck (k ≠ k) are situated on the negative side of this hyperplane:  

(k {1,…,K}) (xj(k) Ck[n])   wk
Txj(k)  k, and 

                        (xj(k)  Ck[n], where k ≠ k)   wk
Txj(k) < k

 (29) 

  
The sequence of admissible hyperplanes H(wi,i) (3) should be consisted with the 
Ranked layer designing procedure (12). The parameters wi and i of admissible hy-
perplanes H(wi,i) (3) define the formal neurons FN(wi,i) (7) of the ranked layer.     

 
The hyperplane H(wk,k) (3) admissible (Definition 5) to a given set Ck[n] from 

the family {Ck[n]} (13) can be obtained through minimization of the convex and 
piecewise linear (CPL) criterion functions k”(w,) [7]. The preceptron criterion 



 

function belongs to the CPL family [4]. The criterion function k(w,) can be de-
fined on the basis of the positive Gk

+ and the negative Gk
- sets of feature vectors xj 

from the sets {Ck[n]} (13) 
 

Gk
+ = {xj: xj Ck[n]}  and  Gk

- = {xj: xj  Ck[n]}  
                                                                                                     k ≠ k 

(30) 

Each element xj of the set Gk
+ defines the positive penalty function j

+(w,) 
 
(xj Gk

+)           
                  if  wTxj -   1, then j

+(w,) = 1 - wTxj + , else j
+(w,) = 0   

 

(31) 

Similarly, each element xj of the set Gk
- defines the negative penalty function j

-(w,)  
 
(xj Gk

-)                     
                  if  wTxj -   -1, then j

-(w,) = wTxj -    -1, else j
-(w,) = 0   

 

(32) 

The criterion functions k(w,) is the sum of the functions j
+(w,) and j

-(w,)  
 
k(w,) =   j

+(w,) +    j
-( w,)                                         

                                                          (33) 

where  ( > 0) is a positive parameter (price). 
 
Minimization of the function k(w,) allows to find optimal parameters (wk

*,k
*):  

 

                         min k(w,) =  k(wk
,k

)   0                 (34) 

The basis exchange algorithms which are similar to the linear programming allow 
to find efficiently minimum k’(wk

,k
) of the criterion function k(w,) (33) [7]. It 

can be shown that the optimal parameters (wk
*,k

*) (34) obtained from the function  
k(w,) (39) with a sufficiently large parameter  define the admissible hyperplane 
H(wk

,k
) (29) [4]. The optimal parameters (wk

*,k
*) allows to define the formal 

neurons FN(wk
*,k

*) (7) of the ranked layer in accordance with the Ranked layer 
designing procedure (12). 

6 Concluding Remarks 

Separable learning sets Ck (2) can always be transformed into such sets Rk (6) which 
are linearly separable (4). The linear separability is induced through the 
transformation of elements xj(k) of the learning sets Ck (1) by the ranked layer of  
binary classifiers BCi(vi). The paper contains a proof of this property.  
 



The paper also contains examples of designing ranked layers of formal neurons 
FN(wi, i) (7) and logical elements LEi(wi,i) (8). Efficient designing ranked layers of 
radial classifiers RC(w0,) (9) is still an open problem from computational point of 
view.  
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